We investigate using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations the polarization of water induced by thermal gradients using the accurate TIP4P/2005 water model. The full dependence of the polarization covering a wide range of thermodynamic states, from near supercritical to ambient conditions, is reported. Our results show a strong dependence of the thermo-polarization field with the thermodynamic state. The field features a strong enhancement near the critical point, which can be rationalized in terms of the large increase and ultimately the divergence of the thermal expansion of the fluid at the critical temperature. We also show that the TIP4P/2005 model features a reversal in the sign of the thermal polarization at densities B1 g cm
Introduction
Thermal gradients can induce fascinating non-equilibrium coupling effects in fluids and fluid mixtures. Such effects have been known to exist since the beginning of the 19th century. Ludwig 1 discovered that thermal gradients can induce mass separation. This phenomenon was subsequently investigated by Soret in aqueous solutions. 2 Colloidal suspensions do also exhibit similar behavior, with temperature differences inducing thermophoretic forces that drive the motion of large solutes, e.g. polymer particles and biomolecules, [3] [4] [5] [6] towards hot (thermophilic) or cold (thermophobic) regions. The specific tendency to drift to hot or cold sources depends very sensitively on the average temperature of the solution, hence opening new avenues to manipulate colloidal suspensions and solutions under bulk and also confinement conditions. Recently, it has been shown that thermal gradients can induce large non-equilibrium concentration fluctuations, which lead to Casimir-like forces in liquid mixtures. 7 In micro and nano devices, these thermal coupling effects may become very relevant. [8] [9] [10] Further, in water, thermal gradients can polarize the fluid and generate sizable electrostatic fields. 11 Thermal gradients do also induce molecular orientation in non-polar fluids. 12 The thermal coupling effects discussed above modify and define the heat transport mechanisms of molecular fluids. Non-equilibrium thermodynamics predicts that the coupling of heat and mass fluxes influences the thermal conductivity of mixtures. 13 de Groot and Mazur suggested in their seminal work 13 that the reduction in the thermal conductivity is expected to be of the order of a few per cent. 13 These coupling effects has been explored systematically and they have been corroborated using equilibrium and non-equilibrium simulations. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The possibility of a thermal polarization response in water and aqueous solutions provides a new dimension to these studies. Given the pivotal importance of water as solvent in science, engineering and biology, it is important to understand and predict the general dependence of these polarization effects. This should help to advance our understanding of the microscopic mechanisms determining the unusual thermal transport of water and aqueous solutions with temperature and density. We have recently studied the thermal polarization (TP) of SPC/E water. 21 The strength of the effect was quantified using the thermo-polarization coefficient, S TP = E/rT, where E represents the field induced by the thermal gradient, rT. A sign change in the TP coefficient at high densities and B300 K was observed. This sign change defines a reversal in the polarization of water, which is remarkable, as it appears to represent the first such reversal of a non-equilibrium response for a pure fluid. This physical behavior is reminiscent of the one observed in other coupling effects, in particular the Soret effect. The Soret coefficient changes sign at a specific temperature, indicating a reversal in the affinity of solutes (ions, colloids or polymers) to concentrate/move to the hot or cold regions. The dependence of the TP field mirrors the thermal expansion of the fluid, 21 namely, the field becomes stronger when the thermal expansion increases. This physical principle may suggest new approaches to maximize the TP electrostatic field. Indeed near criticality the thermal expansion increases dramatically, ultimately diverging at the critical point. It has been shown that thermophoretic transport, e.g. the Soret coefficient, diverges as the critical point is approached. In general, transport coefficients behave anomalously in the critical region. 22, 23 Hence, we want to investigate whether a similar enhancement behavior can be observed in the TP effect. We address this question in the present work.
We have chosen for our study the TIP4P/2005 model, 24 as it is widely regarded as the most accurate rigid non-polarizable model of water. One of the key ingredients of the success of this water model is the good reproduction of the ratio of the dipole and quadrupole moments of the water molecule. 25 The TIP4P/2005 model predicts accurately the thermophysical properties of water in a wide range of thermodynamic conditions. It also provides a good account of the critical temperature and critical density of water, 26 and a good representation of the ice-water phase diagram. 27 The TIP4P/2005 model has also been used to study the properties of supercooled water, [28] [29] [30] to interpret the anomalous behavior of water 31 and to compute the thermal conductivity of water. 32, 33 This model reproduces the anomalous increase of the thermal conductivity with temperature, which is characteristic of water. Given the accuracy and general interest of the TIP4P/2005 model in the investigation of water and aqueous solutions, it represents a good starting point to analyze the general dependence of the TP effect. Our results should therefore provide a benchmark and new challenges for future experimental studies of the TP effect and thermal transport of water. Our paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the computational details of the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations and models employed in this work. A discussion of the thermal polarization of water with reference to the phase diagram of TIP4P/2005 water follows. Our conclusions and final remarks close the paper.
Methodology
The simulations were performed using the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) method, following the approach discussed in ref. 32 . The thermal gradient is imposed using previously introduced boundary conditions, 18, 34 which enable the set up of the thermal gradient preserving the periodicity of the simulation cell. In the typical implementation of the NEMD method the simulation is performed using a prismatic simulation box, elongated in the z direction, i.e. L z 4 L x = L y . Thermostatting layers, with a typical thickness of 0.09-0.16 nm, were defined at the edges and the middle of the simulation box. The oxygen atoms in the water molecules initially located in the hot and cold thermostats were restrained in the direction of the heat flux, z, using a harmonic restraining potential with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol À1 nm
À2
. The molecules were left free to rotate and also translate in the directions x and y perpendicular to the flux vector. These molecules were thermostatted every timestep using the velocity rescale algorithm. 35 In our method, unrestrained molecules can enter and leave the thermostatting regions freely, and they are not thermostatted directly, but can exchange momentum with the restrained molecules, hence becoming hotter or colder.
The simulations were performed in a prismatic box with dimensions {L x ,L y ,L z }/L x = {1,1,10} with L x = 2.54 nm. The number of unrestrained water molecules was varied between, 2224 and 5344, to achieve different average densities and to investigate different pressure conditions. The number of restrained molecules in the thermostatting layers was set to 38, both at the hot and cold thermostats. The trajectory was generated by integrating the equations of motion with the leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. A typical nonequilibrium simulation for a specific average density and temperature involved 50 ns. 10 6 configurations were employed to compute temperature, density and electrostatic field profiles. All the profiles were computed by dividing the simulation box in 300 slabs along the z direction. As discussed below in the results section, we performed additional running averages over these profiles to represent some properties.
The simulations were performed with the TIP4P/2005 model using the parameters reported in ref. 24 . The Lennard-Jones potential was truncated and shifted at 1 nm. The smooth particle mesh Ewald summation method 36 was used in order to compute the electrostatic interactions. We have shown in our previous work that this approach predicts polarization fields under thermal gradients in good agreement with those obtained from an exact treatment of the Coulombic interactions. All the computations were performed with the code GROMACS v 4.5.5.
37
The electrostatic field in the direction of the heat flux was computed from the integral of the charge density,
where e 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, r q ðzÞ ¼
A is the charge density at z, and A = L x Â L y is the simulation box cross sectional area. The sum in eqn (1) runs over all the charges, q i , in the simulation box. For the TIP4P/2005 model these are defined by the charge of the hydrogen, q H = 0.5564 e and the charge q M = À2q H of the virtual site. The lower limit in the eqn (1) is given by the box origin, which is set to ''0''. The charge density was also obtained from an expansion in dipolar and quadrupolar terms. 21, [38] [39] [40] [41] The projection of these contributions along the heat flux direction, z is given by,
Although higher order terms can be included to calculate the charge density, these two terms provide an accurate representation of the field obtained via eqn (1) (see discussion in the results section below). The dipolar and quadrupolar contributions were computed using the equations, 38,39
where the index i in the first sum runs over the number of molecules, N m , and the index j in the second sum runs over the number of charged sites in the molecule, with z j,m representing the z-coordinate of the charged site, j (hydrogen or virtual site) in molecule m relative to the position of the molecule. For the latter we used the coordinates of the virtual site in the TIP4P/ 2005 model. The dipolar and quadrupolar contributions define the molecular electrostatic field.
Eqn (1) and (5) can be used to compute the field induced by the thermal gradients. The strength of this field varies linearly with the thermal gradient according to the non-equilibrium thermodynamics phenomenological equation,
where the ratio of the phenomenological coefficients, L pq /L pp , the fluid relative permittivity, e r , thermal gradient rT and the temperature T, determine the strength of the thermal polarization field. As usual in the context of the non-equilibrium thermodynamics the cross coefficient, L pq in this case, quantifies the coupling effect, and it can be positive, negative or zero.
To quantify the thermal polarization induced by the thermal gradient we use the thermopolarization coefficient S TP = E/rT.
Results
The NEMD algorithm discussed above produces stable trajectories over long simulation times, B50 ns, as indicated by a stable potential energy (see Fig. 1 ), as well as stable kinetic and total energies (not shown). Fig. 1 shows representative temperature profiles for the unrestrained molecules, where deviations from linearity indicate variations in the thermal conductivity along the simulation box. We exploited this fact in our previous work to compute the thermal conductivity of water using a single NEMD simulation. 32 The temperature profile also induces a density profile, as a result of the thermal expansion of the fluid. The pairs of density and temperature generated by the NEMD method can be used to calculate the equation of state of TIP4P/2005 water. 32 All the results presented below were obtained by discarding the layers in the neighborhood of the thermostatting regions, typically 14-18 slabs. The symmetry of the thermal gradients was exploited in order to average the results on both sides of the box in order to reduce the statistical uncertainty of our results. Our NEMD simulations (see Fig. 1 ) involve large thermal gradients of B10 10 K m
À1
. As discussed before, even for such large gradients the fluid features a linear response (see e.g. ref. 11 and 42) .
We show in Fig. 2 the behavior of the thermo-polarization field for a representative thermodynamic state. The break in symmetry induced by the thermostats results in large variations in the charge density and large local fields. These fields disappear quickly as we move into the ''bulk'' region between the two thermostats. As expected, the field in this region is defined by the unrestrained molecules. The magnitude of the field obtained here for the TIP4P/2005 model, 10 7 V m À1 for rT B 10 10 K m À1 is of the same order as the one reported before for the SPC/E water model using a different NEMD implementation and a different simulation code. 21, 41, 42 The TP field features a strong variation along the simulation box, increasing by a factor of 4 between 2 and 10 nm (see arrows in Fig. 2-middle) . It has been found recently that the TP field of the SPC/E model is proportional to the thermal expansion of the liquid. 21 To test this idea in the TIP4P/2005 model, we computed the thermal expansion for the system investigated in Fig. 2 . Firstly, we constructed the equation of state by using the pairs of density and temperature in the simulation box, and the thermal expansion, a = À1/r(qr/qT) p , was obtained by calculating the numerical derivative. The induced field correlates well with the variation of the thermal expansion with temperature (or as we move from the cold region -2 nm to the View Article Online hot region -10 nm), and becomes stronger as the thermal expansion of the liquid increases.
As a consistency check we have performed additional simulations without a thermal gradient, with a uniform temperature of 500 K. In these simulations we maintained the same set up used for the NEMD simulations, namely the restrained molecules in the hot and cold layers, but all the molecules where thermostatted using the v-rescale thermostat. These simulations (see Fig. 2 ) show the absence of an electrostatic field in the bulk region, as one would expect in the absence of the non-equilibrium coupling effect. This computation also serves as a test of our approach of restraining water molecules in the thermostatting layers, to make sure this does not lead to residual electrostatic fields.
We discussed in the methodology section two approaches to compute the thermo-polarization field. The equivalence of the fields obtained from eqn (1) -atomistic -and eqn (5) -molecularis analyzed in Fig. 3 . The agreement between the two methods is excellent, showing that the dipolar and quadrupolar components account well for the full electrostatic field. For the thermodynamic state represented in Fig. 3 , dipolar and quadrupolar terms contribute with opposite sign to the total field, with the quadrupolar term being dominant. This behavior is reminiscent of that found previously in systems involving inhomogeneities in the density, namely the liquid-vapor interface, [38] [39] [40] using other water models, a behavior that can be traced back to the large quadrupole of the water molecule. Interestingly, our TP field features a minimum. Advancing the discussion below, we discern that the minimum is connected to the vicinity of this thermodynamic state to the critical region and the larger thermal expansion coefficient of water in that region. Following the analyses of the systems presented above, we have performed an investigation of the thermal polarization of water considering a wide range of thermodynamic states (see Fig. 4 ). The thermodynamic states target average densities at near critical conditions and at high densities characteristic of liquid states. Along with the non-equilibrium simulation data we have represented the equation of state for a thermodynamic state close to the critical point. The agreement between the NEMD and NpT data is excellent, hence verifying the local equilibrium hypothesis. The thermodynamic states investigated here vary in the temperature range, 250 K, at high densities, to B900 K at near critical densities. In is way we cover a wide range of states featuring significant variation in the thermal expansion coefficient (see slope of the curves, dr/dT in Fig. 4) . Following the connection between the TP field and the thermal expansion mentioned earlier we expect significant changes in the TP coefficient, S TP , as we move through the temperature/density plane. Data for the binodal line obtained in this work and results from ref. 43 are also reported in Fig. 4 . The deviations between the two sets of data are small despite the different cutoffs employed in the computations. Hence, we expect that the critical point for our cutoff will be close to the one estimated in ref. 43 .
We show in Fig. 5 the dependence of S TP for a selection of systems investigated in this work, targeting high, intermediate A running average over 7 points was applied to the equation of state to smooth out the data before calculating the derivative. All the data were obtained for a non-equilibrium simulation with average temperature of 492 AE 0.2 K. All the data were obtained by averaging the left and right data in the simulations, hence exploiting the symmetry of the thermal gradient around the center of the box. The electrostatic fields were computed from direct integration of the charge density using eqn (1). and low densities. These systems summarize the main physics of the TP effect. At high densities, characteristic of the liquid phase and temperatures near 300-400 K the TP coefficient is positive (see inset in Fig. 5 ), of the order of 10
At higher temperatures the TP coefficient changes sign and becomes negative. At higher temperatures and lower densities the TP coefficient increases drastically, particularly when the system approaches the critical point conditions, where the coefficient reaches values of B10 À3 -10 À2 V K À1 , i.e., one/two orders of magnitude larger than the response at near ambient temperatures (T B 300 K). The dependence of the TP coefficient with temperature and density shows an overwhelming correlation with the temperature/density dependence of the thermal expansion (see Fig. 5 ). This is particularly evident for the systems near the critical point, where the TP coefficient features a clear enhancement (a minimum, i.e. maximum strength in absolute value) at the temperature where the thermal expansion coefficient reaches a maximum (see Fig. 5 ). Fig. 6 summarizes all the results obtained in this work. This plot shows the global dependence of the thermal polarization field of water on the T/r plane for our studied states. The phase coexistence diagram of TIP4P/2005 water is shown to provide a reference of the thermodynamic state. The regions where the TP field features a sign inversion have been highlighted. We found that this region is quite wide, since the field features a slow variation with temperature (see inset in Fig. 5-top) . Fig. 6 shows a similar graph for the quadrupolar contribution. These data demonstrate that the quadrupolar term features a strong dependence with temperature and density mirroring the change in the thermal expansion coefficient. Following the dependence of the thermal expansion near the critical region, the quadrupolar term does also feature an enhancement in that region. Overall, these results confirm the idea that the quadrupolar contribution is chiefly responsible for the magnitude of the TP field, and the combination of dipolar and quadrupolar contributions plays a key role in determining the region of temperature/density where the reversal of the polarization is observed.
The TP coefficient features a significant enhancement near the critical region (see Fig. 6 ). The enhancement can be better seen in Fig. 7 where we represent the coefficient for different isochores, as a function of the distance from the critical point of TIP4P/2005. Our results distinctly show a strong enhancement in the thermal polarization as the critical point is approached. For the closest temperature to the critical point investigated here, the TP coefficient increases by two orders of magnitude as compared with the values obtained at T B 300 K. It has been discussed before in the context of binary mixtures, that the Soret coefficient diverges at the critical point. 23 Experiments of aniline-cyclohexane mixtures 44 agree with the predictions from theoretical arguments, and good agreement is obtained with the asymptotic power law and the corresponding exponent. We have analyzed the dependence of our TP coefficient with 1 À T c /T, which is the reduced temperature normally used to investigate critical behavior. The corresponding results are shown in the inset in Fig. 7 for the 0.31 g cm À3 isochore, which corresponds to the critical density of the TIP4P/2005 model. Water belongs to the universality class of Ising-like systems, hence, g 0 = 1.239 for the 3D Ising model. 45 Interestingly, our data can be very well fitted assuming g = 1.239 (see Fig. 7 ). Equation (1 À T c /T) Àg can be used to estimate the thermal polarization closer to the critical point, (1 À T c /T) B 0.01, assuming the same power law is fulfilled. In this case, |S TP | could increase by two orders of magnitude. , that can be generated using metallic particles and other plasmonic structures. [48] [49] [50] The results presented in our work using the TIP4P/2005 model are consistent with the existence of a temperature inversion in the thermal polarization coefficient of SPC/E water. Hence, our results support the generality of this reversal phenomenon in realistic atomistic models of water. This prediction awaits experimental verification. We expect some variability in the exact inversion temperature for different water forcefields, since different models differ in their performance in predicting thermophysical properties.
Conclusions and final remarks
The large increase of the TP coefficient near the critical point may open a route to perform experimental studies leading to the experimental observation of the TP effect. For a start, for the typical thermal gradients discussed above the resulting TP field could increase significantly, B10
3-6 V m À1 for 10 5-6 K m À1 .
Considering that many thermodynamic properties, as well as thermal transport coefficients (Soret coefficient) increase in the critical region and ultimately diverge at the critical point, the study of TP fields at near critical conditions may open new avenues in the investigation of critical phenomena and the behavior of molecular fluids under thermal gradients. The S TP , at the critical density, increases as one approaches the critical point according to, |S TP | = (1 À T c /T) Àg , with the exponent, g = 1.239, hence following the same power law that governs the divergence of the isothermal compressibility and the thermal 
